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ABSTRACT

Several ways for selecting physical objects exist, including
touching and pointing at them. Allowing the user to interact
at a distance by pointing at physical objects can be
challenging when the environment contains a large number
of interactive physical objects, possibly occluded by other
everyday items. Previous pointing techniques highlighted
the need for disambiguation techniques. Addressing this
challenge, this paper contributes a design space that
organizes along groups and axes a set of options for
designers to relevantly (1) describe, (2) classify, and (3)
design disambiguation techniques. First, we have not found
techniques in the literature yet that our design space could
not describe. Second, all the techniques show a different
path along the axes of our design space. Third, it allows
defining of several new paths/solutions that have not yet
been explored. We illustrate this generative power with the
example of such a designed technique, Physical Pointing
Roll (P2Roll).
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INTRODUCTION

Ambient Intelligence involves a wide variety of smart
objects. For instance, in a domestic context, there is a large
range of physical objects that are digitally augmented: TV,
light sources, coffee machine, washing machine, etc. These
objects are not necessarily within reach of users in everyday
situations. Thus, pointing techniques for distal selection of
physical objects are important.
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However, selecting a physical object by pointing raises
several problems that are related to the objects’ sizes, their
density in the physical environment and the occlusion of the
targeted object by other items. For defining an efficient
pointing technique, designers can draw their inspiration
from studies of the Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) and
Virtual
Environments
(VEs)
communities,
two
communities that extensively studied the pointing task.
However, the physical environment defines additional
constraints: (1) exocentric techniques [16] that modify the
user’s point of view or techniques that modify the scene
[7][9] are not possible, and (2) in the physical world, the
system is not omniscient, whereas in virtual environments,
the system creates the virtual world. As a consequence,
designers cannot assume that the computer system has all
the information about the physical surroundings [13].
Capturing these specificities induced by interaction in the
physical environment, we present a design space for the
disambiguation of the selection of physical objects by
pointing at them. The design space adopts two points of
view: the characteristics of the interaction techniques
(Interaction Group) and the requirements for the
disambiguation system to be developed (Disambiguation
System Group). The identified axes in each group are useful
for describing a significant range of existing techniques
(descriptive power) as well as for helping designers to
create new techniques for selecting physical objects
(generative power).
In this paper, we first clarify the steps in a pointing task and
highlight the disambiguation stage. After a review of
related work, we present our design space. Its descriptive
power is shown through concrete examples and its
generative power through the design of a new
disambiguation technique for the selection of a physical
target.
POINTING TASK AND DISAMBIGUATION

When physical augmented objects are more than 1.1m away
from the user, a distant interaction by pointing at physical
objects is preferred [20, 24]. Nevertheless, pointing tasks in
the physical world are difficult for two main reasons:
accuracy and occlusion.
Previous studies have reported natural hand tremor and
limited human precision as drawbacks for absolute pointing
[8]. As a consequence, laser pointer interaction has been
proven to be inaccurate, error prone and slow [14]. Jitters

appear when trying to maintain a steady position, and drifts
of the beam are produced when pressing or releasing a
trigger button. Thus, a volume selection (i.e., a cone) can
make the selection of physical objects easier by facilitating
the aiming action [24] (see Figure 1).

o

Navigation: The user cycles through the
previously selected set of targets (t2*) until
reaching and selecting the desired one (t3).
For instance, after a pointing gesture in the
physical world (t1), the names of the selected
objects can be displayed on a handheld device
and the user scrolls the list (t2*) in order to
select the targeted object (t3) [24].

o

Designation: The user performs another
designation (t3) in the previously selected set
of targets. For instance, the RFIG Lamps
system [19] includes such a two-step
technique. After a first pointing gesture (t1),
the RFIG Lamps system projects tags onto the
selected physical objects. Then, the user
selects with a laser the targeted object by
pointing at its corresponding tag (t3).
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Figure 1: Volume selection: a rough aiming with a pointing
gesture. A set of physical objects included in the volume
selection (i.e. cone) are selected.

In addition to the accuracy problem, occlusion is another
source of difficulty when multiple objects intersect the
pointing direction [7].
For the two above cases, volume selection and occlusion,
the pointing task requires a disambiguation process.
The finite state machine in Figure 2 models the
implementation of a pointing task, including the
disambiguation stage. In Figure 2, the initial state
corresponds to the state where no physical object is
selected. From this initial state, three paths are identified:
•

(t4) describes a direct pointing, e.g., with an absolute
laser pointing system [10, 15, 25, 26]. Direct pointing
is possible and efficient for the selection of large
physical objects (e.g., a TV) in a non-dense
environment.

•

(t5.t6 = t5) corresponds to an automatic
disambiguation mechanism, i.e. performed by the
system. The user does not perform any further action in
order to reach the final state, that is, the state where a
physical object is selected. This is the case for a
disambiguation mechanism based on heuristics. Some
heuristics rely only on characteristics at the moment of
the trigger event (e.g., selecting an object within the
selection cone) [17]. Some enhanced approaches define
heuristics that are also based on characteristics before
the trigger event, e.g., computing scores taking into
account the object’s size and distance from the
selection cone as well as the velocity of the pointing
gesture during the entire interaction [22].

•

(t1.t2*.t3) describes an interactive disambiguation
mechanism. Two strategies exist for interactively
selecting an object among n:

Figure 2: Starting by pointing in the physical world, three
paths for the selection of a physical object. (t1t2*t3): pointing
gesture followed by an interactive disambiguation process.
(t4): single pointing gesture for selecting an object. (t5t6):
pointing gesture enhanced by an heuristic method for
automatic disambiguation.

Since directly pointing at a physical object (t4) reaches its
limits when many physical objects can be selected in a
dense environment, the selection techniques of a physical
object imply a disambiguation stage. An automatic
disambiguation stage based on heuristics (t5.t6) may lead to
the selection of a wrong physical object [7, 17]. Therefore
in this paper we focus on techniques that include an initial
coarse physical pointing gesture and then an interactive
disambiguation stage (t1.t2*.t3). We define a design space

for such two-step techniques for selection of a physical
object by focusing on the disambiguation stage.
As presented in the following section, a literature review
highlights that only five two-step techniques for the
selection of a physical object have been developed. Our
design space is therefore an analytical tool to empower the
designers of interactive techniques in the physical
environment, by organizing the design options and by
highlighting gaps and under-researched areas.
RELATED WORK

There are two areas of research that are directly relevant to
the present paper: (1) the existing two-step selection
techniques of a physical object, and (2) the design spaces
and taxonomies for the disambiguation stage.
Interactive Disambiguation Techniques for Physical
Object Selection

As stated above, only five two-step techniques for the
selection of a physical object have been designed. They all
include an interactive disambiguation stage after a first
pointing gesture. Bold names indicate how we will refer to
the corresponding techniques in the remainder of the paper.
GesturePen [23] is a technique using a volume selection
metaphor. It is based on an Infrared (IR) beam that is 1.5m
long and with a conical angle of 30° (Figure 1). Users can
select an IR tag by directing the beam towards a tag. This
technique illustrates the problem of volume selection
techniques: by easing the pointing task, GesturePen implies
unwanted multiple selections. Indeed, GesturePen led to
mistakenly selected tags neighboring the targeted object.
Nevertheless the limited range of the technique was
designed in order to minimize errors due to a too large
beam span, but users felt uncomfortable when they had to
walk close to the tag. To overcome these difficulties, the
authors proposed a disambiguation technique: a dial on the
pointing device in order to adjust the beam’s length and/or
the beam’s angle.
Another technique with a similar disambiguation
mechanism is PICOntrol [21]. With this technique, the
user points at a physical object with a visible light
projection that activates light sensors attached to physical
objects. If several objects are located within the light
projection, an envisioned solution is to reduce the
projection size.
The Radio Frequency Identity and Geometry Lamps system
(RFIG Lamps) is a one-handed device that includes a
laser, a radio frequency identification (RFID) reader,
buttons and a projector [19]. Physical objects are equipped
with RFID tags. While the handheld RFID reader scans an
area, the system automatically computes the locations of the
tags and projects a stabilized interactive graphical
presentation of the tags. A user can then more easily
disambiguate the selection by pointing with a laser at the
projected tags.

While the three above techniques keep the user’s actions in
the physical world during the disambiguation stage, the two
following techniques include a disambiguation stage
disconnected from the physical world.
A first solution is to display a list of selected objects on a
handheld device [24]. After a coarse pointing gesture in the
physical world, if several objects are located within the
beam, a List of the selected objects’ names are displayed on
screen and the user selects the targeted object based on its
name.
Freeze-Set-Go (FSG) proposes an Augmented Reality (AR)
technique on a smartphone [11]. The user first places the
device so that 2D markers attached to physical targets are
visible on the screen through a real-time see-through video.
Since several markers can appear on the screen, a touch
gesture on the screen is needed for the disambiguation of
the selection. In order to ease this disambiguation, FSG
provides a custom button that allows users to freeze the
video. The real-time see-through video is resumed when the
button is pressed again.
With respect to the above five techniques, the authors
highlight the need for efficient and usable disambiguation
techniques, motivating the need for a design space. We now
present the related existing design dimensions.
Design dimensions for Disambiguation Techniques
involving 3D Targets in Virtual and Physical worlds

Design dimensions for disambiguation have been studied
only for the case of virtual environments. Amongst these
studies, the design space [9] for disambiguation
mechanisms (selection by progressive refinement)
introduces three dimensions:
•

The disambiguation criteria, characterizing if the
disambiguation is spatial (e.g., choosing an object
based on its location in the scene), by object attributes
(e.g., choosing red and/or large objects), or out-ofcontext (e.g., choosing objects from a menu).

•

The display of the selected objects, that can be in
context (e.g., by freezing the viewpoint as in FSG or by
relocating targets in order to ease selection) or out-ofcontext (e.g., by using a menu as in List). This axis is
related to the perceptual continuity criterion as
described for Augmented Reality [5].

•

The type, characterizing if the disambiguation is:
o

Discrete, e.g., if the disambiguation is done
through several steps (e.g., (t1.t2*.t3) in
Figure 2);

o

Continuous, e.g., the disambiguation is done
through a continuous process implying one
continuous action (e.g. (t5.t6 = t5) in Figure
2).

A similar axis is found in [7] for describing disambiguation
techniques for the case of volumetric displays: the
concurrent/sequential axis. A concurrent (or continuous)
disambiguation mechanism means that both pointing and
disambiguation tasks are performed at the same time. For
instance, with the Depth Ray [7], users control the ray
direction and a depth marker along the ray at the same time.
Contrastingly, a sequential (or discrete) disambiguation
mechanism needs a temporal separation between the
pointing and the disambiguation tasks. For instance, with
the Lock Ray [7], users control the ray direction before
locking it so as to then control only the depth marker that
appears on the ray.
These design spaces for virtual environments define
relevant design dimensions that only partially contribute to
our study, i.e. to disambiguation techniques for physical
environments. Nevertheless they lay a foundation for
characterizing the design and engineering of the interactive
disambiguation stage in the selection of physical targets.
DESIGN SPACE

Our design space is made of 10 axes that are organized
according to two groups, Interaction and Disambiguation
System, as shown in Figure 4. The Interaction Group
characterizes the interaction techniques for the
disambiguation stage when selecting physical objects by
pointing in the physical world. The Disambiguation System
Group adopts an engineering point of view by identifying
the implications of the Interaction Group for the
disambiguation system. We first explain the axes of the
Interaction and Disambiguation System groups before
concluding on the links between them.
Interaction Group

From an interaction point of view, the designer can operate
on two features of the disambiguation mechanism: the
display of the targets (i.e. the display space) and the control
from the user (i.e. the control space) [2].
Display Space

For the disambiguation phase, the user can (a) focus on the
physical targets, or (b) switch her/his focus to a virtual
representation (both ends of axis 1 in Figure 4). Between
both ends, modifications of the display space can occur in a
mixed manner, augmenting the physical target with an
additional virtual representation.
Towards the virtual end, augmenting or replacing the
physical targets can make the selection easier if selecting
the physical target is too difficult due to its size, distance or
density of objects. For instance, the disambiguation stage of
the RFIG Lamps system proposes to project a disc onto
physical targets for pointing refinement. Indeed the bigger
size of the projections as compared to the original tags
facilitates the pointing task.

The augmented or virtual representation can be spatially
decoupled from the primary physical targets (e.g., the List
technique, that displays a list of objects’ names on a
handheld device). However, such a solution divides the
users’ attention between the physical environment and the
virtual representation and creates an additional cost for
changing the focus of attention (perceptual discontinuity as
described in [5]). To overcome this limitation, the
augmented or virtual representation can maintain a spatial
link with the physical target (e.g., the RFIG Lamps system
and an augmented reality technique using the magic lens
metaphor such as FSG).
For the designer, another way to avoid changes of attention
focus between the physical and virtual worlds is to propose
a solution towards the physical end of the axis, and allow
the user to operate directly in the physical world.
Towards the physical end of the axis, designers will be able
in the future to physically modify the display space. For
instance, a system such as ZeroN allows actual movements
of physical objects in 3D space [12], e.g., to rearrange the
targets so that they are easier to point at. Alternatively,
Jamming User Interfaces can increase the size of physical
objects in order to facilitate the pointing task, while keeping
the focus on the bigger primary physical target [6].
Control Space

Designers can help the disambiguation of preselected
physical objects by modifying the control, i.e. the actions of
the user and the interpretation of these actions by the
system. The design approach is to modify the control space
assuming that the display space (i.e., physical world) is not
modifiable.
To do so, designers can decouple the control from the
physical targets by modifying the reference frame (Figure
4, axis 2). Although initially introduced for describing
physical pointing gesture [4], the Reference Frame of
spatial input can be relevantly applied to disambiguation
techniques. The Control Space axis characterizes how the
absolute mapping of the pointing step has been transformed
for the disambiguation step.
First, if the action of the user is directed to the physical
objects, the reference frame is absolute. In this case, a
disambiguation technique should be based on a Display
Space modification (axis 1) in order to ease the pointing
task.
Second, if the actions of the user are performed around a
user’s body part, the reference frame is relative to the
user’s body. The physical objects are abstracted and
reorganized according to an origin defined by a body part.
For instance the physical objects can be reorganized
vertically from the hips to the head. In this example, the
user selects a target by moving her/his arm along her/his
trunk. The control space hence defines an input space that
the user has to mentally map onto the physical world.

Third, if the actions of the user are performed according to
the position of a device as a reference point, the reference
frame is relative to the device. The physical objects are
abstracted and reorganized with a neutral position of the
device as origin. For instance the physical objects can be
reorganized in a clock-manner disposition according to a
neutral position of the device. In this example, the user
selects a target by rotating the device. Again, the control
space defines an input space that the user has to map onto
the physical world.
The Control Space axis does not aim to describe in detail all
the actions performed by the user: depending on the chosen
disambiguation input (e.g., tangible, gesture, gaze, voice
command, etc.), previous existing design spaces can further
describe specific design characteristics that are not
specifically related to disambiguation. Indeed it is an
important attribute of our design space that it allows
capitalizing on existing design spaces and that it facilitates
interconnection between existing approaches.
Disambiguation System Group

We first refine the Extent of World Knowledge [13] of
Figure 3. It was introduced by Milgram to characterize how
much the system knows about the physical environment.
This design dimension defines a continuum from a world
completely un-modeled to a world completely modeled.
Between these two extremes is a world partially modeled
with where and/or what data, i.e. localization and
identification data. A system knowing only where data
about an object of interest could precisely place a graphical
superimposition onto the physical object. Contrastingly, a
system knowing only what data could precisely define the
augmentation of the physical object, but without correct
location, scale or orientation.

On the one hand, knowledge defined during a setup process
will constrain the user to configure and maintain the
system, e.g., naming or locating objects and additionally
updating the information if the user moves, adds or removes
physical objects. On the other hand, knowledge computed
at runtime is more flexible but less robust. For example, the
RFIG Lamps system may know the spatial coordinates of
pointed objects by projecting grey codes on light sensors
attached to objects. However, these sensors might be
visually occluded from the projector’s viewpoint, whereas
the user can actually see the physical objects (the user’s
viewpoint being different from the projector’s viewpoint).
The What and Where axes can have different kinds of
knowledge computation, considering each axis one by one.
However, a promising design option is the dynamic
computation of knowledge, avoiding a setup process from
the user. Thus, the what and where axes are globally
qualified to be static if at least one of the axes is statically
computed by the system. Consequently the what and where
corresponding axes (3 and 8 of Figure 4) are qualified to be
dynamic if all the information is dynamically computed at
runtime.
“What” Subgroup

If the designer chooses to provide a virtual representation
as a Display Space (axis 1 of Figure 4), then What
information can enhance the cognitive continuity between
the physical object and its representation [5]. The continuity
at the cognitive level refers to the user’s interpretation of
the virtual representation. This interpretation is influenced
by the What information.
The disambiguation system may know different types of
information about the interactive augmented physical
objects:
(1) Identity of the object (axis 4 of Figure 4) that would
allow the disambiguation system to present a label
“bedside lamp” instead of “object 1” to the user for
example.

Figure 3: Extent of World Knowledge dimension from [13].

We first define two other types of knowledge, dynamic and
static, then refines the what and where subgroups in our
design space.
Knowledge Computation: Static vs. Dynamic

As represented by axes 3 and 8 of Figure 4, we distinguish
two kinds of knowledge: the one produced during a setup
step and the one produced at runtime. For instance FSG
needs a registration process of 2D markers. This is an
imperative step for further video analysis in order for the
system to know what the user is selecting with a tap on the
video. Contrastingly, the RFIG Lamps system first
receives dynamic spatial knowledge for the first pointing
step using RFID tags and then the spatial locations of the
tags for the disambiguation step using light sensors and
encoded projections.

(2) Functionalities of the object (axis 5 of Figure 4) that
would allow the disambiguation system to present
another information to the user. For instance, if the user
is aiming at two light sources but intends to select the
one that can turn blue.
(3) Appearance information (axis 6 of Figure 4) such as
the aspect of the physical object including its form, its
color, its texture. Thus, the disambiguation system
could reduce the cognitive discontinuity by
representing the target with its actual picture for
example.
(4) State information about the physical object (axis 7 of
Figure 4), including its current power consumption, its
on/off state, its dimming level. For instance, if the user
is aiming at two light sources – one turned on and
another turned off – and intends to select the one that is

turned on: the states of the objects are therefore a key
characteristic during this disambiguation step.
Each axis can have several levels of knowledge: for
instance Appearance includes the object’s form, its color
(either red-green-blue values or grey levels…), etc.
However, in order to avoid too fine-grained descriptions
that might be difficult to compare, we only consider two
discrete values, namely yes/no, along the four axes
[Identity, Functionalities, Appearance and State] of Figure
4. This representation allows a clear and simple
visualization of What knowledge systems have, and is
sufficient to compare existing techniques.
“Where” Subgroup

As in Milgram’s initial axis, the system may have no spatial
information about the physical surroundings (i.e., value
none in the Where Subgroup of Figure 4). If the system
maintains spatial information about the physical
surroundings (statically or dynamically) we refine the
Extent of World Knowledge axis [13] by defining two new
axes:
(1) Relative vs. Absolute (axis 9 of Figure 4): In a relative
situation, the system knows how objects are localized
compared with each other (e.g., a target is below
another). For example, the system could use a
simplified map of the physical world (static
knowledge) that only contains left/right relationships
between objects. The relative situation is well adapted
to the navigation strategy, when the user has to
incrementally navigate through preselected objects,
from an object to its neighbor. In an absolute situation,
the system has absolute spatial coordinates in a
common reference frame. For example, the RFIG
Lamps system determine their spatial coordinates (x,y)
in the video. The absolute situation is well adapted to
the designation strategy, when the user has to directly
designate the desired physical target amongst the
preselected physical objects.
(2) Of the world vs. Of a subpart (axis 10 of Figure 4): In a
World situation, the system knows spatial information
about all the interactive physical objects. For example,
a disambiguation technique using an OptiTrack1
system, composed of IR tracking video cameras, would
allow the system to dynamically know where all the
interactive objects are (since they are augmented with
reflexive markers). In a Subpart situation, the system
knows only spatial information about a subset of
objects. For example, the RFIG Lamps system uses
dynamically computed spatial coordinates of the
preselected objects only.
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Links Between the Interaction and Disambiguation
System Groups

While describing the 10 axes of our design space, we
highlighted the links between the Interaction Group and the
Disambiguation System Group. Indeed, interaction design
choices will have an impact on the system to be developed
and in particular on the knowledge that the system needs to
maintain about the physical objects. But the design space
clearly separates the two sets of axes, one set focusing on
interaction characteristics and one set dedicated to the
corresponding disambiguation system requirements.
Furthermore the disambiguation system requirements will
in turn have an impact on the technologies to be used for
developing the whole system.
Moreover, it is worth noticing that the physical world
knowledge may be a constraint for the user. Naming
objects, or updating spatial coordinates may be a burden for
the users. On the contrary, providing an autonomous system
(i.e. value dynamic along the axes 3 and 8 of Figure 4
Knowledge Computation) might imply a heavy
infrastructure and/or might be expensive or simply not
feasible for real-world deployment.
Figure 4 illustrates how to use the design space. In order to
be able to compare techniques based on the design space,
we assume that a proper and complete description of each
technique is available. A disambiguation technique for the
selection of a physical object defines a path in this
multidimensional space. The 10 axes of the design space
enable us to precisely define an existing technique by a path
in the design space or to design a new one by exploring an
unexplored area of the design space. The number of design
possibilities defined by the 10 axes is huge (2673 possible
paths). In light of our design space, techniques are said to
be similar if they have the same characteristics (i.e., the
same path) and different if they have at least one difference
on one axis. We do not provide any measure yet since we
are not able to quantify the importance of the axes.
Evaluation of the impact of the axes on usability is future
work. The following section describes the existing
techniques as paths in the design space (i.e., the descriptive
power of our design space), while the next section presents
a new technique for which the design is based on the 10
axes (i.e., the generative power of our design space).
DESCRIPTIVE POWER OF THE DESIGN SPACE

Both PICOntrol and GesturePen propose the same
disambiguation mechanism: adjusting the selection volume.
Thus, the display space is in the physical world, with an
absolute reference frame since the interaction is the same as
the one used for the pointing step, but with a different
volume of selection. GesturePen proposes to dynamically
get knowledge of the identity of selected objects using
custom tags with an IR transceiver. PICOntrol does not
have any knowledge about the spatial physical
environment. The system uses light sensors attached to

Figure 4: Design Space with 10 axes organized according to two groups: Interaction and Disambiguation System.
Classification of existing disambiguation techniques (thin lines). A technique (P2Roll) designed by drawing a new line
(under-researched area) in the design space (thick line).

objects in order to directly control the objects, and thus
does not need any knowledge about them.
The RFIG Lamps system provides a mixed display space
for the disambiguation step (digital objects projected onto
physical ones). The reference frame is absolute since the
user has to aim these projections with a laser. The system
receives dynamic knowledge (RFID tags for what

information and encoded projection for where information)
that provides identity and state information (for the
warehouse scenario) and absolute tags’ locations in the
current pointed area – subpart of the world.
FSG provides a virtual display space for the
disambiguation step, i.e. after pressing the button that
creates a frozen image of the video, breaking the link with

the physical world. The touching gesture for selecting the
target is in a reference frame relative to the device since the
user has to interact with the screen. In order to map the
touch input and the content of the image, the system has
static knowledge of 2D markers, using video-analysis
techniques based on the appearance of the objects
(markers, linked with objects’ identity). This What
knowledge about the physical world allows the
disambiguation technique to dynamically obtain absolute
coordinates of 2D markers in the video – subpart of the
world.

Concerning the control space, the wrist rolling input covers
an unexplored area, with the reference frame having the
value Relative to Body along the axis 2 of Figure 4. We had
to choose an adequate body part as the origin of the
reference frame. Since the arm is already used for the rough
pointing gesture, we decided to apply the physiologic chain
of the arm [1, 3]: Shoulder and elbow are used for the
coarse physical pointing task, thus we chose a wrist input.
Since the pronation/supination axis (roll) has been proven
usable [18], our disambiguation technique is based on a
relative to the wrist transformation.

The List of objects’ names displayed on a handheld device
defines a virtual representation as a display space. The user
interacts on the screen of the handheld device, thus
relatively to the device. The system receives dynamic
knowledge of the identity of objects that are pointed at by
the user with the IR beam. No more information is needed
in order to disambiguate the selection.

Having defined the P2Roll Interaction Group, we focus on
the Disambiguation System Group. We make the distinction
between two different systems: the prototype system of
Figure 5 that we developed in order to experimentally
evaluate the interaction technique and the final system that
we will develop for real-world deployment if P2Roll is
validated by the in-lab experiments.

GENERATIVE POWER OF THE DESIGN SPACE

Defining a new path in the design space allows designers to
produce a new interaction technique. Based on the 10 axes,
many design choices are possible. To illustrate this
generative power of the design space, we now explain the
design of a new technique, represented by a thick line in
Figure 4.
We focus on the selection of light sources in the physical
world. Indeed with Light Emitting Diode (LED) and
Organic Light Emitting Diode (OLED) technologies, light
sources will be in walls, ceiling, floors, furniture or fabric,
so that the environment may have a very large number of
interactive lights, possibly occluded by other everyday
items. This context fits well with the topic addressed by the
design space since it brings several problems that designers
should address while designing selection techniques of light
sources by pointing in the physical world. Moreover, this
example could easily be transposed to other contexts since a
classic way to augment physical objects for visual feedback
is to attach LED to them [21, 23].
A design approach based on the generative power of our
design space has led to the following disambiguation
technique: a navigation strategy called Physical Pointing
Roll (P2Roll). The user first performs a pointing gesture
towards the light sources. This defines an initial coarse
physical pointing phase. The user then has to precisely
select the targeted light source from within the set of
selected light sources. To do so, the user navigates through
the preselected light sources using a roll gesture of the
wrist, as illustrated in Figure 5.
First we made the design choice to keep the focus of the
user in the physical world (value Physical on axis 1 of
Figure 4) so that the user can directly observe LED lights,
and more importantly the effect on the ambient lighting.

Our current lab equipment allowed us to rapidly build a
prototype in order to evaluate the P2Roll technique. We
used the OptiTrack2 with six IR cameras that track the
instrumented user’s hand as shown in Figure 5. Since our
LED objects are very close to each other to simulate a very
dense physical environment, the OptiTrack cannot be used
for tracking LED objects. Thus, the developed system
maintains a static (axes 3 and 8 of Figure 4) and absolute
(axis 9 of Figure 4) knowledge of the entire physical world
(i.e., the LED objects). Since LEDs are controlled by the
system itself, the system keeps the identity (axis 4 of Figure
4), the functionalities (axis 5 of Figure 4), and the state
on/off (axis 7 of Figure 4) of each LED object.
However, this lab configuration is not easily deployable in
the real world: it has a heavy infrastructure for tracking
purpose and a significant setup/maintenance process in a
dynamic context in which objects can be moved. Thus, if
the interaction technique is experimentally validated, we
will design another system solution (Disambiguation
System Group) for the engineering of the designed
disambiguation technique.
As part of a collaborative project with a hotel chain, the
final setting is a hotel room, designed with LED light
sources in walls and furniture. For this particular real-world
context, we can assume that the system can have a static
what and where knowledge, the hotel rooms having the
same fixed furniture and light sources. However, the key
design issue related to the Disambiguation System Group is
the tracking solution for the pointing and rolling gestures
that compose P2Roll. Several design issues based on the
axes of our design space are possible, we describe two
technological design options: (1) RFID tags hidden in the
physical environment for the pointing step that allow the
system to dynamically receive objects’ identities, and then
2
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: A pointing gesture turns on the lights of the current selected volume at medium brightness (a), and a rolling gesture (b, c,
d) changes the current selected object (at maximum brightness) to the next one.

obtain static knowledge (e.g., a list of objects ordered from
right to left and defined during the setup) for relative spatial
information amongst the set of preselected objects. (2)
Finding a way to communicate with LEDs by switching
them on and off at high frequencies not perceived by users
but only by the system with a high-frequency video camera.
This could lead to dynamic relative spatial knowledge of
preselected objects (i.e. subpart of the world).

As ongoing work, we are focusing on the design and the
evaluation of other techniques in order to measure the
benefits of the values along the axes of the design space. In
particular we are currently designing techniques for
selecting LED light sources, which will be deployed in a
hotel room as part of a collaborative project involving a
hotel chain. This will allow further testing of the design
space.

CONCLUSION
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A first contribution of the paper has been to demonstrate the
descriptive power of the design space by precisely
classifying existing techniques. This is ongoing work since
new techniques are continuously defined. Till now this was
successful because the existing techniques show different
paths in the taxonomy and we have not found techniques in
the literature yet that our design space left out. Moreover
the design space capitalizes from existing design spaces of
different domains. In particular for characterizing
interaction, the design space refines the two main
approaches (based on the display and control spaces) that
are studied for enhancing pointing tasks in GUI [2] ; and
for characterizing the system, it extends existing
taxonomies dedicated to Augmented Reality [13]. This
contributes to demonstrating the soundness of the
underlying concepts of our design space.
A second contribution of the paper has been to demonstrate
the generative power of the proposed design space: it
allows defining of several new paths/solutions in the
taxonomy that have not yet been explored. Although we
presented here only one example of such a designed
technique, namely the Physical Pointing Roll (P2Roll)
technique, this is another form of validation of our design
space. The P2Roll technique corresponds to an underresearched area of the design space.
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